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First introduced to the Japanese market in the mid 1960’s, the SGV
became a hit with early rock bands due to its unique tone and then
contemporary styling. The new “Blue Jeans” SGV model is a fresh
rendition of that nostalgic guitar with refinements that bring up to date.
Both the SGV800 and SGV300 use bodies crafted from alder with bolt-
on rosewood on maple necks. They also feature an original tremolo
system designed by Yamaha that incorporates sealed ball bearings
at the fulcrum. This original design creates a tremolo system with
ultra smooth and fluid action. The SGV800’s electronics include
Alnico single-coil pickups made to our original specifications,
controlled by a 3-position selector switch, separate front
and rear volume controls and a master tone pot. The
SGV300 uses single coil pickups, a 3-position selector,
volume, tone and pickup balance controls.

The Smoothest Tremolo Ever!
Looking to improve on our tremolo system
design, our craftsmen incorporated sealed ball
bearings mounted in the tremolo unit’s base
plate. This totally unique design provided
uninhibited rotation of the tremolo at its
fulcrum. The result is a tremolo that operates
smoother than all previous tremolo systems
giving the SGV the smoothest tremolo ever.

Tremolo Arm

Sealed Ball Bearing
Base Plate

Roller Bridge
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MODEL SGV800 SGV300
CONSTRUCTION Bolt-on Bolt-on
SCALE LENGTH 24-3/4" (628.6mm) 24-3/4" (628.6mm)
FINGERBOARD Rosewood Rosewood
RADIUS 10" (250mm) 10" (250mm)
FRETS 22 22
BODY Alder Alder
VIBRATO SYSTEM YAMAHA Original YAMAHA Original
PICKUPS Original Single Coil × 2 (Alnico V) Original Single Coil × 3
PICKUP SWITCH 3-Position 3-Position
CONTROLS Front Volume, Rear Volume, Master Tone Volume, Tone, Balancer
COIL SPLIT – –

COLORS Black Sparkle, Blue Sparkle, Black, Red Metallic,
Red Sparkle Pearl Green, Vintage Yellow

SGV SPECIFICATIONS
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Black

Red Metallic

Pearl Green

Vintage Yellow

• Sperzel Locking Pegs (SGV800)
Sperzel tuning pegs offer trouble
free precision tuning that keeps
strings in tune once pitch is
attained.

• Pickups (SGV800)
Uniquely shaped pickup covers conceal a pair of Alnico V
pickups that have been specially designed by our staff. The
single coil design of this pickup system delivers nothing less
than superb tone.

The Invisible Men
Shane Van Dyke, Keith Fitz, Paul Buck


